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CLOUD TECHNOLOGY

Fresh Software

Do more with less

Flexible costs

Always on availability

Improved mobility

Flexible capacity



CLOUD SECURITY

What about security threats in cloud environments? 



11%

5%

MALICIOUS INSIDERS

 Automation tools to run all regular tasks

 Clear auditing and logging of all Lockbox actions

 Just in time elevations with zero standing permissions

 New comers Background checks

 keep encryption keys on cloud customer’s  premises, not in the cloud

 control the encryption process and keys, segregating duties and 

minimizing access given to users



MALICIOUS INSIDERS

Enterprises Victimized by Cybercrime

Question: Has your organization been part of a cybercrime during 

2014?

A deeper dive into the enterprise cybercrimes reported by 21% of 

respondents reveals that 82% of the crimes were identified by an internal 

source.

Source: ISACA and RSA Conference Survey



53%

DATA BREACHES

 Message encryption using RMS, OME

 End-to-end encryption using S/MIME , PGP

Man in the Middle

 Encryption in transit within and outside datacenters

 Encryption at all.

Media breach

 Physical Security

 Laptop and Desktop lockers.



DATA BREACHES

Lost Physical Devices

Question: Has your organization experienced physical loss of assets 

in 2014? What type of assets?

Source: ISACA and RSA Conference Survey



DATA LOSS

 Archive / Backup versioning

 Can get data for period of time.

 Redundancy for natural disasters (Data replication)

 Users/Admin level – recycle bin

 Disk Mirroring

 Ineffective or non-existence of CP 

 Have a plan that works, to mitigate the attack before it occurs 

(Cyberattck).



ACCOUNT OR SERVICE TRAFFIC HIJACKING

 Limited admin accounts

 RBAC within the tenant

 Strong password policy

 Multi-factor authentication

 Social Engineering (Reduce the risk from Phishing Attacks, 

Baiting Scenarios, Quid Pro Quo, Piggybacking, Creating 

distrust and other cyberattacks)



ACCOUNT OR SERVICE TRAFFIC HIJACKING

Number of Cyberattacks in Respondents’ in 2014 vs 2013

Question: In 2014 has your enterprise experienced 

an increased or decreased in security attacks as 

compared to 2013?

Likelihood of Cyberattacks in Respondents’ Enterprises in 2015

Question: How likely do you think it is that your 

organization will experience a cyberattack in 2015?

Source: ISACA and RSA Conference Survey



INSECURE APIS

 Authentication

 Access control

 Encryption

 Activity monitoring

 Penetration testing

 Have a plan that works, to mitigate the 

attack before it occurs (Cyberattck).



ABUSE OF CLOUD SERVICES

 It might take an attacker years to crack an encryption key using his own limited 

hardware. But using an array of cloud servers, he might be able to crack it in 

minutes

 Lack of abuse detection allows cloud instances to be used like botnets

 Poor or Lack of capacity planning



DENIAL OF SERVICE

 Have a plan that works, to mitigate the attack before it occurs 

(Cyberattck).

 Because of its complexity, it’s recommended to have a team of 

experts to provide guidance as to the best preventive measures to 

mitigate threats. 

 For cloud customers, experiencing a denial-of-service attack is like 

being caught in rush-hour traffic gridlock

 Denial of service attacks are an old disrupter of online operations, but 

they remain a threat



INSUFFICIENT DUE DILIGENCE

 Understanding of the service providers' environment and 

protections

 enterprises must always remember to involve the IT team 

before introducing any cloud computing initiatives to the 

organization

 take the necessary measures to ensure that the IT 

infrastructure of an enterprise remains secure from 

any cyber attacks

 How will liability be divided? 

 How much transparency can a customer expect 

from the provider in case of an incident?



SHARED TECHNOLOGY – SHARED DANGERS

 In a multi-tenant environment, the compromise of a single component it exposes the entire 

environment to a potential of compromise and breach.

 a misconfigured operating system or application can lead to compromises beyond their 

immediate surroundings

 Cloud service providers share infrastructure, platforms, and applications, and if a vulnerability 

arises in any of these layers, it affects everyone.



OBSERVATION OF CLOUD VULNERABILITY INCIDENTS
DATA BREACHES STATISTICS 2015

External hacking 99% in 2015 and growing

Source : SecurityWeek.com / August 2015

Insider attacks decreasing

Physical loss decreasing

Portable device decreasing



INFORMATION SECURITY AND CYBERSECURITY FOCUS 
(PESTLE)

The difference between the areas 

covered by cybersecurity and the 

areas covers by traditional information 

security.

Source: ISACA and RSA Conference Survey



ATTACKS AND THREAT LEVELS

Threat levels and the types of 

cyberattacks, based on their 

required effort and sophistication. 

The red rectangle denotes the type 

of attacks and threat level usually 

covered by cybersecurity and the 

remaining area is covered by 

information security.

Source: ISACA and RSA Conference Survey



Global survey of more than 3,400 ISACA members in 129 countries

86% of respondents see a global 

cybersecurity skills gap

92% of them are planning to hire 

more cybersecurity professionals 

83% of respondents say cyberattacks are 

among the top three threats facing 

organizations

38% say they are prepared to experience 

one

Cybersecurity is a global issue—and it’s everyone’s responsibility



Cybersecurity (CSX) Certifications

 CYBERSECURITY FUNDEMENTALS CERTIFICATE
For college students, recent graduates, those new to cyber security, as well as those looking 

to change careers. Provides the basic theoretical knowledge for Cybersecurity, including key 

concepts and terminology as well as basic guidance to build fundamental cybersecurity

controls.

 CSX PRACTITIONER 
An entry-level certification for professionals who want to demonstrate technical skills and 

abilities in cyber security. Certifies hands-on experience which enables candidates to be a 

first responder to cyber incidents, following established procedures and defined processes. 

 CSX SPECIALIST
For professionals who want to demonstrate deeper intermediate technical skill in a specialty 

area within cyber security. Each of the five certifications, certifies effective skills and deep 

knowledge in the respective five areas Identify, Detect, Protect, Respond and Recover, aligned 

to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.



General overview for Greece

 CSX was introduced in 2015.

 Great demand for security-related skills, also in the Greek job 

market. GR Firms have been actively hiring security professionals 

at both technical and managerial levels in the past years.

 CSX Fundamentals is an entry-level certification.

ISACA Athens Chapter – CSX - Training

 Organizes Cybersecurity Fundamentals training twice a year.

 Has organized two CSX Fundamentals training with great 

success.



CYBERSECURITY: MARKET NEED

More than 35% are unable to fill open cybersecurity positions

69% say certification is required for cybersecurity jobs

33% say qualified candidates have hands-on experience

There is a cybersecurity skills crisis: 1 million unfilled jobs 

(Source: Cisco)

The research is clear. Cybersecurity has evolved from 

critical topic into a public safety issue
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